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About This Game

A mysterious tavern with a deadly secret! Check-in to this magical tale of murder and mystery where not everything is as it
seems. Explore the tavern in secret or in style, meet and mingle with guests and staff, wield weapons and magic and uncover

clues before the killer strikes again!

Evertree Inn is an immersive 265,000 word interactive experience by Thom Baylay, where your choices control the story. It’s
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast unstoppable power of your imagination.

What will you do when an overnight stay in a highway tavern turns into the biggest mystery of your life? Will you rise to the
challenge, or will you resist your destiny? Are you in it for the money, for the thrill of the chase or are you secretly hoping for

romance? Enter an open world, where the choices you ignore matter as much as the ones you explore and where every
interaction has a reaction. Choose your path as elf or dwarf, human or halfling or even the elusive brownie and find out if you

have what it takes to survive the night at Evertree Inn?

 Immerse yourself in the fully open and explorable tavern where your actions have real consequences.

 Play as any one of five races, each with their own unique abilities and dialogue options!

 Overcome obstacles with brute strength, keen perception, natural cunning and even magic.
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 Battle with any weapon you can imagine or unleash an impressive arsenal of spells.

 Boldly confront guests and staff or lurk in the shadows as you uncover clues.

 Make enemies and friends and maybe even find true love.

 Play as male, female or non-binary.

 Play as gay, straight, bisexual or asexual.
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Good game but needs more levels. First episode is great! It's really interesting to see 2 people sit down and make a game within
48 hours. It's inspiring, which is always something that is a plus with something like this. Highly recomended. Also, the first
game, Navigator, is pretty fun!. Funny game with interesting storyline. Not a lot but amazing WOW moments. Nonstandard
setting.
This is literally one of those games that you know that you spent your money for what you deserve. I know the storyline isnt that
big so I took my time to complete all of it for a reason.. So much potential, unfortunately yet another early access game that's
been abandoned by the devs. A real shame.. Genuinely fun. A real challenge for you, and your friends. It's rather unfortunate
that it can't host more people.. ITS AWESOME BUY IT 10 OUT OF 10 GOOSEBUMPS ROCKS AND READ THE BOOKS
AND SEE THE TV SHOW AND MOIVES. Don't like this game, recieved it for free but it's not my type of game,

If you like Space Shooters that are simple, this is the game for you. The game is fun with good graphics but its too short for the
price. Its basicly a demo.

Hopefuly they will add more content.. oh My GOD I could not recomend thig game enought the story drew me in i dobt i can
say anything that hasnt already been said. All the similar programs that I tried created a cursor offset issue which made them
unusable. This program doesn’t have that problem at all, so I am really happy with my purchase. I can finally upscale old PC
games with a razor-sharp nearest neighbor interpolation instead of the blurry mess of the default full screen mode. Greatly
recommended for any retro gamer.
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Do you like games with zombies, metal music and guns? And also plot? Try Double Kick Heroes!

A unique intersect between shmups and rhythm games, I had the chance to try the game out and pick up a key at PAX East
2018. Let me say first that as someone who is passible at shmups and awful at music games, I appreciate that DKH has a range
of difficulty options. And also fun artwork and character dialogue. I already prefer it to games like Guitar Hero for that reason
alone. The music's pretty good too.

The titular metal band are about to put on a show in Los Angeles when they discover that their audience as gotten a bit ripe.
Fleeing in their "Gundillac," Shiela, the gang begin a headbanging tour across the US in search of supplies and eventually, the
truth behind the end of the world.

They tell you up front that the game is better played with an arcade stick or guitar type controller, but lacking either I have been
forced to make do with a keyboard. It works, but I get the sense I'm at a disadvantage.

Based on what I've seen, Double Kick Heroes is a fun time and could over a significant challenge if you're looking for that sort
of thing.. One of the most creative/unique indie games I've found on steam. The way your weapons synchronize with the music
adds a huge immersion factor, and the fact that they used real EDM producers instead of some corny 8 bit track adds a huge
bonus to gameplay. If you love electronic music, this game has dubstep, bigroom, electro house, a couple other genres. Was
pleasantly surprised when I tried it out if you're lookin for something fresh I'd recommend giving it a go!. Go Home Dinosaurs
mixes tower-defense with tetris-like towers. I like this because you then have to plan what towers to use on which level, some
you like may not be able to fit on some levels, this actually makes sure all towers are used and not just a select few.

It runs very well, the cutscenes are cute and I am having a blast with the levels.
Achievements are not hard to get, I assume they have lower-clear rate because people got bored of the game as I do feel the first
few levels are slow because of the lack of towers unlocked but any tower-defense game has this so I do not mind it. Bear
through the first few slow levels and then the fun starts once you unlock more towers.

You can use new towers in earlier levels too which is nice as often tower-defense games don't allow you to do this.

Only issue with the game is the characters voice, however you can turn that off in options so thank you developers.

It is fun, however maybe not as fun as other's in the same genre so I would wait for a discount unless you really like what you
see if you watch some videos.. As a long time Larry fan I was a bit wary of this game especially considering the games that
came out in the 2000's. It's nice to see Larry go back to his roots, in more ways than one.

The graphical style is completely different than other Larry games, even the reloaded one that came out a few years ago, but
definitely sets the right tone for the game.

There have been a few minor technical issues that the developers have fixed with patches.

After finishing the game which took just over 12 hours I can safely say this is a good edition to the Leisure Suit Larry franchise
and was sad when it ended. I really hope the developers make more Larry games!

If you want to hear more of what I thought of the game feel free to check out my video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJgTNfdfrQY&feature=youtu.be. $3 for a super vague and useless text file? I could've
figured this stuff out by just randomly clicking different choices. I've been an advocate for this game, so I'm pretty disappointed
here guys. Do NOT buy this, just play the game.. Outstanding puzzle experience.
8\/10. So this game seems like it COULD be fun, but right now is way too awful to control. Also theres just no direction or
guidance, the game just starts, And the narrator is amazing. And bad. Amazingly awesomebad.

Heres a video of the first in-game day.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/M0FNBgfpefY. Mike is an ordinary guy who one day finds himself talking to a doppelganger - a being who
looks, talks & walks like him... or at least, almost :).
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I say almost, because Mike's got a girlfriend (Sarah) who happens to have a very keen eye (she is a cop after all), and is capable
of sniffing out the slightest of lies, spun by her potentially soon-to-be husband.

The story starts with one version of Mike, bumping into & answering to what looks like another version of himself (in what
appears to be a living room).

From this point onwards, the player is given the choice to either proceed truthfully (or deceivingly) while being subjected to a
series of personal questions by none other than the fierce & feisty girlfriend Sarah.

There's a total of 9 endings (where you end up being the real mike or an impostor, who gets to stay, leave, live or even die!),
depending on the answers given.

---

This is an interesting VN. Way too short however! Even though I proceeded slowly & cautiously, I managed to complete the
game the first time within 50 minutes of playtime.

It started out really well and then poof. Before I knew it, it was over. Too bad!

Doesn't take long to install though, so it's suitable for anyone who's new to VNs and would like to get a taste of the genre,
without needing to spend a penny or deal with downloadable content to enjoy the story.

The art, sound effects and music are of the exact same quality as applied in "CUPID" (another project from the developers).

Just as effective though!

If you like the look, feel and delivery style of "Who Is Mike?" then, there's a big probability you would like "CUPID" as well.

Both contained great music!

Go ahead and see for yourself! :). Oldschool shooter with excellent movement and satisfying gunplay that I have been waiting
for since the golden days of CoD4 promod.

New Save Game Feature For Upcoming Sequel:
Evertree Inn now includes a new save feature to carry your game over to its upcoming sequel.
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